#143: when i see you smiling at your phone like that, my heart breaks, because i know you never look like that when my messages come through

#7374: Ryan Xiang Sung's skin is so beautiful and glowy 😍😍. Pleeeeeease share your skin routine!!

#640: ok. so. i eat the vast majority of my meals alone (maybe a meal a week with other people. maybe) and it’s starting to take a toll on me.. i don’t like eating alone so ive started to eat in the dining halls less and haven’t had dinner or breakfast this whole week, just some snacks and water. i don’t really feel like there’s a point to eat and spend time going to get food when i don’t enjoy it and i’m just surrounded by more people and the friends i don’t have 😞 lowkey worried about my weight since i don’t have that much to lose and am really cutting it close.. but what’s the point? i’d rather not eat than deal w the humiliation of eating every meal alone no matter how hard i try to fix it.

#9859: I have always been intrigued by how different languages express the idea "I Miss you" and was wondering if people would like to share. In my case, I would say “wo xiang ni”, which, when directly translated, would mean "I am thinking about you." That has probably influenced the way I think when I "miss" someone. I just think of them and the things I could be doing with them. How does it work for you guys?

#894: Red foxes ain’t been vibing around campus for free all these years just to be called “mangey” 😷 especially by students that choose to pay tuition and be overworked instead of finessing the game themselves🚀
#1800: I'm Latino but I don't feel like I fit closely with other Hispanic American because Spanish isn't my first language (I learned most of it at school instead of at home and my family was never that involved in the Latino community in general) and because my connection to Latin America is with a country that doesn't have a very big immigrant community in the US. I understand Spanish well but I feel uncomfortable speaking it because I feel self-conscious about my abilities. I've notice other Hispanic Americans use slang expressions I never heard of and switch easily back and forth between Spanish and English and I just can't do that. Because I really don't speak much and I don't look stereotypically Latino I can definitely tell that when other Latinos speak to me, they code switch into "White American English" mode, even when they know about my background. I know the default response would probably be "speak more Spanish," but I can't really change my gringo accent when I speak or suddenly gain all the cultural context other students grew up with from the start.

#10000: is this what life was meant to be like? every day i wake up at home and read news about the coronavirus, miss princeton, look out the window, sit through a zoom meeting and pay no attention because i'm reading more news about the coronavirus, look around my bedroom, almost unchanged since childhood, look at myself in the mirror, perhaps also unchanged since childhood, perhaps still fundamentally the same scared kid i always was, unable to escape home, and by home i mean not only the physical home but the recesses of my own mind, but i'm also literally confined to the physical home now, and that's because of the coronavirus.

in the afternoons sometimes i open the window and feel the wind on my face. then the sun goes down and the sky goes dark and i close the window again.

i wish i were that goose on a rampage in a world where people still go on walks outside so i can harass them, unfettered, unworried, unrepentant.
#3077: shoutout to the triple in whitman whose window i drunkenly knocked on for life advice last night on my way to wawa. granted i do not remember most of the words but i remember it being very helpful.

#9422: Is anyone else out here repeatedly binging Frozen 2

#2446: Would anyone feel down to jog and play Pokémon Go with me on campus? Scared my friend circle would judge me if I asked them to 😞

#138: being home when none of your friends are...it really be like *anxiety* *parental pressure* *yeet yourself into the closet* *bored* *more anxiety*
(advice???)

#3383: IS EDUROAM SERIOUSLY BLOCKING EVERY PAGE I OPEN SO CLOSE TO DEANS DATE sjewkmrg
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